
Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The annual Road to Prosperity Community Summit provides an opportunity for our community to share knowledge and experience and celebrate achievements. Collaboration between communities, and with partners, has always been at the center of our success and will continue to be as we implement the Road to Economic Prosperity Plan.



ELDER COUNCIL

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cameron Brown, Co-chair of the Elder CouncilElders are a vital part of African Nova Scotian culture and community as they hold the knowledge and experience of our people.Throughout time, the persistence and wisdom of our elders has allowed present and future generations to move forward with pride and excellence. We are taking up this charge that our elders have passed down to us and we gratefully accept this role. We do not just consider age when we speak of an Elder but someone with knowledge and experience within the community. As the Elder Council we will bring  knowledge and experience to the work of the Road to Economic Prosperity plan. From our experience, we will ensure that we are addressing the root issues with the best potential solution. Our responsibilities: Provide counsel and guidance to the Road to Economic Prosperity Advisory Committee on matters of vital interest to the ANS community. Help resolve conflicts/disputes/contradictions in the community to help build and maintain a system or process for resolving these disputes.Assist in providing strategic direction and guidance on the work as the Road to Economic Prosperity Advisory Committee moves forward on the implementation plan.Provide spiritual guidance and support as the work develops.Being a repository for community knowledge and information.As Elders, we embrace this title, and we work to fulfil this role. We act as holders of our culture, values, and history that get passed down from generation togeneration. We are working to engage with all of our community in this work, but we know for it to be successful we need to take advantage of the intergenerational experience 



YOUTH COUNCIL

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenters: Kjeld Conyers-Steed and Shekara Grant, Co-chairs of the Youth CouncilAs the Road to Economic Prosperity Youth Council, we are helping to lead and guide this work as we move forward, from the perspective of younger adults, emerging professionals and entrepreneurs. It is vital to include the perspective of youth in our community as we will bring transformative energy to this work that is essential to fuel progress over the long term. Our challenges in many ways are different from elder generations, as we are growing and developing in a new economic, social and political environment than those previous. We are aware of and are implementing new, forward-thinking practices, and innovations in our daily lives (personal and professional) that can be brought to this work, and  we have an eye on the future – our future. We will challenge existing beliefs and status quo to push for better, more inclusive economic development in African Nova Scotian communities.  Together with the Elder and Advisory councils, we will exchange intergenerational knowledge.The Youth Council will:Provide counsel and guidance to the Road to Prosperity Advisory Council on matters of vital interest to the community.Develop and lead youth consultation and engagement strategies.Assist in providing strategic direction and guidance on the work as the Road to EconomicProsperity Advisory Council moves forward on the implementation plan.



Flagship Updates



AKOMA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Cheyenne Jones, Assistant Property Manager at Akoma



Kinney Place

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Kinney Place Restoration The initial opening of Kinney Place was delayed due to hurricane Fiona but will be held this weekend Sun. Oct 23 at 2pm. There will also be a Black Vendors Market on Sat. and a vaccine clinic on Monday.We encourage everyone to come out to see the orphanage building that has been restored and will incubate and house new Black businesses.  



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Community Garden and Greenhouse �In an effort to continue the history of gardening and farming that was a part of the Nova Scotia Home for Colored Children (NSHCC) a vibrant community garden was established in honour of the 90th anniversary of the NSHCC. Akoma provides the community with an opportunity to take part by making available low-cost community garden plots for your use. The garden shelter and washroom is near completion therefore will be ready for the gardeners next spring. Great thanks to our local Black business for doing this job!   



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our "Community" Mural 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hydroponic Farm The Hydroponic Farm is gaining great success with the products being sold at various locations in metro. This week, the farm has opened its doors to the public two days a week where folks can purchase items. Check our website for times. 



Henry G. 
Bauld
Centre

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Bauld Centre The Bauld Centre with a commercial kitchen is available for rent. Please check our website for the rental agreement.  We were successful in receiving a wood pizza oven which was launched a couple of weeks ago. We look forward to having more events utilizing the pizza oven. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Images of Kitchen and Piza Oven 



New 
Development

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New Developments Eight affordable homes are under construction with an anticipated completion date of February. We are meeting with housing organizations who currently deal with the homeless population to determine an intake process for our homes that will be fair.  Lastly, we continue to have requests from sports organizations who want to put a sports complex on our property. Approximately three years ago, we were meeting with several organizations about this matter, but the work was halted due to the zoning challenges.  We are in the same situation now as we have to turn down funding opportunities as our property isn’t fully zoned for development. This is unfortunate as we can see these centres being developed elsewhere when a sports facility is required in the Black community. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Images of the new housing development. 



BEECHVILLE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenters: Patsy Crawford and Iona Duncan-States, Beechville Community Development Association.



Beechville
Since our community action plan was unanimously approved 
by HRM Council in September 2020 Beechville has done work 
on their industrial park and street renaming, community 
boundaries, surplus land, and zoning.  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beechville Community Action PlanSince our community action plan was unanimously approved by HRM Council in September 2020, Beechville has done work on their industrial park and street renaming, community boundaries, surplus land, and zoning.  



Beechville
Industrial 
Park and 

Street 
Renaming

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Industrial Park RenamingThe renaming of the industrial park and the street it is located on was a big win for the community. The industrial park which is in the middle of the historic ANS community was named after the neighboring European community of Lakeside which was a big show of disrespect to the community.The Beechville Community Development Association (BCDA) with the help of a team of HRM Planners worked to correct this naming error.  In June 2018, letter were sent to business tenants and property owners from HRM about the proposed name change.  After the two-week deadline for feedback, the BCDA voted unanimously in favour of the name change.  Council passed this motion and the Beechville Park sign was unveiled November 23, 2019.The renaming of the street the industrial park is on has also been approved by Council and will take effect in Fall 2023 so that business tenants and property owners have time to use as much of their current stock as possible and to order new letterhead.



Beechville
Boundary

Review

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beechville Boundary ReviewAs with many of our ANS communities, the boundaries in Beechville have shrunk over the years due to expropriation.  The Beechville Community Development Association (BCDA), and community elders worked with a group of HRM Planners on what the community’s historic boundaries looked like. Community members mapped out the community they remember from blueberry fields, baseball fields, friends' homes, stores, etc.  Once the community members finished mapping the community as they remember it, the HRM Planners took those recommendations back to HRM Council for approval.  The community will be 6x larger - back to its original size.  



Beechville
Surplus 

Land

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beechville Surplus LandIn the past when surplus land has been identified in community, external parties were able to bid on the land with no consideration for community.  The Beechville Community Development Association (BCDA) and a team of dedicated HRM Planners walked through the community and identified properties which were later identified by HRM as surplus.  The community was given the first right of refusal around the properties, and this process will continue with future properties in the community.  The community has about 8 – 10 properties coming back after completing HRM’s surplus property review process.  In the past, properties were transferred one at a time, but the process in Beechville has all the properties but one transferring back all at once.  



Beechville
Zoning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beechville Zoning ANS communities have been an easy location for industrial and commercial businesses to pop-up because of zoning which was often a form of general use (GU) zoning which allowed anything anywhere in the community.  



UPPER HAMMONDS PLAINS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Curtis Whiley, founder of the Upper Hammonds Plains Community Trust.Upper Hammonds Plains Land Trust (https://www.uhpclt.com/) is working to acquire, preserve and protect historic land and facilitate community-led development to transform the community. They are strengthening relationships with the Halifax Regional Municipality and Halifax Water to move this work forward.The community has been working with HRM on rezoning, including a complete survey of the community. With support from REPAC, the community is working with HRM on policy and zoning changes to the Upper Hammonds Plains Community Land Use Designation and the GU-1 Zone.The community is transforming the historic all-Black community fire station into the Elizabeth Mantley Arts and Recreation Centre.



Upper 
Hammonds 

Plains 
Community 

Development 
Association

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upper Hammonds Plains Community Development Association The Upper Hammonds Plains Community Development Association (UKPCDA) operates the Upper Hammonds Plains Community Centre for all residents, businesses and organizations in the greater Upper Hammonds Plains, NS area to enjoy. The UHPCDA was incorporated fifty years ago, in 1970, and has been proudly serving its community ever since. Our primary focus is to provide programs and services for the benefit of the African Nova Scotian residents of Upper Hammonds Plains as we work together and stand on the shoulders of our ancestors to preserve, strengthen and build the African Nova Scotian community of Upper Hammonds Plains. Key community involvement has included the Upper Hammonds Plains Community Cemetery, Upper Hammonds Plains Volunteer Fire Department, Upper Hammonds Plains Melvin Land Tract Protection Society, and partnering with Emmanuel Baptist Church.



Upper 
Hammonds 

Plains 
Community 
Land Trust

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upper Hammonds Plains Community Land Trust��Community land trusts (CLT) are non-profit organizations that hold a piece of land for the benefit of the community. Assets on CLTs can include not only affordable housing, but also social enterprises, community gardens, and other spaces to be used for the community’s benefit. The land itself is taken off the marketplace while the houses can be purchased or rented by residents. The goal is to keep the housing, whether single-family units or apartments, affordable for the tenant's long term.The Upper Hammonds Plains Land Trust (https://www.uhpclt.com/) is working to acquire, preserve and protect historic land and facilitate community-led development to transform the community. They are strengthening relationships with the Halifax Regional Municipality and Halifax Water to move this work forward.Rezoning �The community has been working over the last two years with HRM on rezoning for the community, including a complete survey of the community and consultations. With support from REPAC, the community is working with HRM on policy and zoning changes to the Upper Hammonds Plains Community Land Use Designation and the GU-1 Zone. We have a plan that the community voted on, and in the next few weeks we will see that materialize. 



Elizabeth 
Mantley Arts 

and 
Recreation 

Centre

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Elizabeth Mantley Arts and Recreation Centre��The community of Upper Hammonds Plains is transforming a historic old building into a new youth art and recreation centre. The Upper Hammonds Plains Community Development Association reclaimed the community’s volunteer fire department hall from the Halifax Regional Municipality with the intention to renovate and convert the abandoned structure into the Elizabeth Mantley Arts and Recreation Centre. The community has been involved in multiple fundraising campaigns to support this work. Home of the very first all-Black volunteer fire department established in Canada, the former fire hall on Pockwock Road was constructed by the community members of the historical African Nova Scotian community of Upper Hammonds Plains. The plan is to also recognize the past, and display some of the old firefighting gear, and put up murals memorializing the first all-Black volunteer fire department.Renovations will include installing flooring, lighting, a new kitchen, a games room and dining hall, a gathering space, and a half-sized indoor basketball court. The new centre will provide a positive and inclusive space for youth in the area who have faced historic barriers to recreation program participation. Currently in phase two, which is in the interior of the building, work is being done by Brenton Spark of Cherrybrook, NS. Hoping the third and final phase will be done in 2023. 



Upper 
Hammonds 

Plains Seniors 
Group

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upper Hammonds Plains Seniors GroupEvery Wednesday afternoon, the seniors of UHP meet at the Community Centre. The seniors group provides a safe space for seniors of the community to come together once a week to talk, engage, and do fun activities together. The seniors of UHP love to do bake sales and community raffles. 



Upper 
Hammonds 
Plains Youth 
Programing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upper Hammonds Plains Youth Programming Upper Hammonds Plains Code is an afterschool program providing computer coding and robotics education to kids from Grades 1 to 9. The primary objective is to inspire the interest of children in science and technology by engaging them in exciting programs that build science, engineering, and technology skills, inspire innovation, and that foster well-rounded life capabilities including self-confidence, communication, teamwork and leadership. The program will be based on curriculum from FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology) Canada . It will also be centered around the FIRST Robotics Competition and the Robofest Competition.We meet Fridays at 6:30 pm at the Upper Hammonds Plains Center. 



Upper 
Hammonds 
Plains Girls 
Leadership 

Program – 4th

Year

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upper Hammonds Plains Girls Leadership Program The Upper Hammonds Plains Community Development Association is partnering with Ariel Gough to offer Girls With Ideas Leadership. Girls will learn essential business and leadership skills through interactive activities and hands-on projects. This program is for girls ages 5-13 and provides a safe learning space for girls once a week on a Saturday morning. Special guests included:Akila Whiley, a family physician in Northern OntarioBailey Williams, a sports agent in the U.S.Ann Divine, CEO of Ashanti Leadership & Professional Development ServicesSierra Sparks, an engineering student & Rhodes ScholarMerissa Simms, a teacher and business owner from UHPKemi Akapo, a city councillor in OntarioSharifa Upshaw, a client care advisor at RBCAshley Hill, the Manager of people & culture at the North End Community Health Centre 



‘Bringing More On The Road’
Sharing best practices on community-led economic 
development.



For Us. By Us. 



Community Planning Process

Regional Presentations✔ - Introduce communities to work of 
the REP
Organizational Capacity✔ - What groups are there organizing 
in the community? Are they ready to lead the work?
Community Planning ✔ - Communities begin work to create 
their own plan, with support from the REP. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Carolann Wright, Director of Capacity Building & Strategic Initiatives, African Nova Scotian CommunitiesOver the past two years, we have been making regional presentations in African Nova Scotian communities across the Province.  While this work is Halifax-based, we are in talks with the Province to help bring more with us on the road in other parts of Nova Scotia.REP offers each community , if requested, guidance in capacity building and strategic and Community planning. This includes: Introducing communities to the Road to Economic Prosperity Plan and work. Assessing organizational capacity to lead community planning. In some communities, organizations who are interested in this work have already been formed. In others, individual community members have come together to show interest. Assess the community’s priorities and build consensus on how they will move forward. Assess the community’s capacity to develop and implement their plans.  Once this is achieved, communities are ready to begin their own community planning process. Support the community in developing their plan. Communities present their own plans to their municipalities. During our presentations, we also share information about the African Nova Connector Program, Community Land Trusts,  Community Benefits Agreements, Wealth Management and the High School Financial Literacy sessions. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
REP Regional Presentations (Bringing More On the Road)Recently our regional presentations have showcased the accomplishments of Beechville, Upper Hammonds Plains, The Akoma Project, and the great progress in the Community of Lucasville.  We have also presented to communities in East Preston and North Preston which has been very well received. � 



Amherst

 Is there funding for Community groups in our area?

Where does the Black Family Meeting stand at this point ?

Will the ANS Connector Program be in our Community?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Amherst Presentation (Questions)Is there funding for Community groups in our area?Where does the Black Family Meeting stand at this point ?Will the ANS Connector Program be in our Community?



Truro

 Is there funding for Community groups in our area?

 Can REP provide guidance for Community Groups struggling to find 
it’s footing?

 Comment:  The work of REP cannot be considered successful until 
ALL ANS Communities are involved in the work and completing their 
vison for their Community.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Truro Presentation (Questions)Is there funding for Community groups in our area?Can REP provide guidance for Community Groups struggling to find it’s footing?Attendee Comment:  “The work of REP cannot be considered successful until ALL ANS Communities are involved in the work and completing their vison for their Community.”



Yarmouth

 Can REP return with an evening presentation offering Childcare, 
Milage and Senior’s Transportation ?

We would like to see the REP High School Financial Literacy Sessions 
in our schools.

We need the ANS Connector in our Community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Yarmouth Presentation Questions Can REP return with an evening presentation offering Childcare, Milage and Senior’s Transportation?We would like to see the REP High School Financial Literacy Sessions in our schools.We need the ANS Connector in our community.



Sydney/ Whitney Pier

 Can REP assist us in mobilizing some of this work in our Community?

What does the REP work look like provincially?

 Comment:  This is one of the best presentations I have been to in a 
long time.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sydney / Whitney Pier Questions Can REP assist us in mobilizing some of this work in our community?What does the REP work look like provincially?Attendee comment:  “This is one of the best presentations I have been to in a long time.”



Shelburne/ Birchtown

We are looking for support from REP in moving forward with our 
Community Vision.

We have issues with environmental racism in this Community.

 Can you return with your Wealth and Money Management sessions?

 Community needs assistance with capacity building.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Shelburne / Birchtown Questions We are looking for support from REP in moving forward with our community vision.We have issues with environmental racism in this community.Can you return with your Wealth and Money Management sessions?Community needs assistance with capacity building.



New Glasgow

How do we identify Historical Properties in our Community?

 Is there any talk of re-establishing Employment Centres in our ANS 
Community?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New Glasgow QuestionsHow do we identify historical properties in our community?Is there any talk of re-establishing employment centres in our community?



Lessons we are learning on the road

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Jenee Jarvis, Program Coordinator, Capacity Building and Strategic Initiatives, Halifax Partnership 



Assessing Readiness

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Assessing Readiness Communities identify whether they are ready to begin work. The first step a community needs to take in completing their community plan is to identify and address any capacity building needs in the community with the help of facilitation. Is there unity in the community around priorities? Is their competition for resources? We do an honest assessment, including use of the “Critical Elements” framework. Is there a way to unify all those priorities? This process depends on the involvement of the community and their ability to work together and come up with solutions for moving forward as a community.  Capacity building needs are often centred around finding areas where the group / community can be stronger, what resources / training is needed, and if there are any underlying issues that need to be addressed.  Once the capacity building needs have been addressed the planning can begin, this is where the community starts to envision how they see the future of their community and being mapping out the steps to success.  The community plan should be for 3 – 5 years with yearly reviews of the progress to acknowledge what is working, what needs to improve, and what is missing from the process.  Documentation is very important in this work, and it is usually the part of the process that is forgotten about. Having outside organizations helping with the documentation of the work is often helpful because they may see pieces that communities don’t while they are undertaking the work.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Critical Elements – Ethical Framework There are five critical elements and archetypes within African communities which must all exist and be in balance to thrive: fire, water, earth, minerals/rocks, and nature. Knowing these elements helps channel a community’s focus – who to go to, when to go to them, and how to seek their support and input – and provides an ethical framework and foundation for community planning and development.  



Reaching 
Consensus 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Carolann WrightAgreement and consensus is necessary. Communities need to agree on who will represent them in the process, how internal consultation with community members will work and how do the community’s priorities fit into the Community Plan.  We ask communities: �What is the community plan for the next 3 years? For example, community members in Beechville agreed that they needed planners. They asked HRM for planners, then they developed their own Community plan and presented it to HRM planners. In the past these roles have been reversed with HRM planners presenting the community plan they’ve developed in “consultation” with communityIn this process, there will be diverging priorities and opinions. Disagreement doesn’t need to be the end of progress.  



Continuous 
Feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Continuous FeedbackThis work is not a “one and done”. Our work with ANS communities is a continuous feedback loop. We are constantly checking in and will be recording progress to improve on this process and assist with new developments in the community planning process. 



With Us. 



Bringing more 
on the Road

• Dr. Julius Garvey international consultant

• Planning students from Ryerson University will be helping to 
document some of the work in Beechville as part of their 
course)

• OSO Planning will be working with communities to document 
and assist with implementation of their work.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Bringing More on the Road Collaboration and documentation are important parts of this work.  We met with Dr. Julius Garvey in August 2022 who reviewed the Plan and agreed to be an international consultant for REP.We are engaging with Toronto Metropolitan University 4th year planning students: Abigail Moriah is a Planner and Founder at The Black Planning Project and Black Planning Group and University  of Toronto. Abigail is from Nova Scotia and grew up here. Magdalena Ugarte, Assistant Professor School of Urban and Regional Planning, Toronto Metropolitan University was introduced to us through Abigail. Students are working to understand REP and the policy shifts happening in real time. Students will be Interviewing REP stakeholders and people involved in the work. We are also working with OSO Planning to document and assist with implementation of communities’ plans. OSO understands the challenges and nuances of working with community, and there is a common understanding that this is a community-led process. As a result, there was less explaining about the knowledge transfer process between community members and planners and architects. OSO started by listening to the community of Beechville. They took their extensive expertise and wrapped it around community knowledge and priorities. Their overall willingness to participate was a positive experience and a big push forward for Beechville.  



Research Committee

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenters: George Frimpong, Chair of the Research Working Group and Jigme Choerab, Economist and Business Attraction Researcher at Halifax Partnership and working group member.



Research Committee Members

• George Frempong; Director of Research, DBDLI
• Carolann Wright; Director of Capacity Building & Strategic Initiatives, Halifax Partnership

• Ian Munro; Chief Economist, Halifax Partnership
• Jigme Choerab; Economist and Business Attraction Researcher at Halifax Partnership
• Paul Jacobs; Economist & Policy Analyst, Halifax Partnership

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Research Committee Members �George Frempong; Director of Research, DBDLICarolann Wright; Director of Capacity Building & Strategic Initiatives, Halifax PartnershipIan Munro; Chief Economist, Halifax PartnershipJigme Choerab; Economist and Business Attraction Researcher at Halifax PartnershipPaul Jacobs; Economist & Policy Analyst, Halifax Partnership



Responsibility

Specific research mandate:

• Research and analysis of community-level 
statistics

• Update on the African Nova Scotian 
Prosperity and Well-being Index modelled 
after the Halifax index to track and report on 
progress and challenges

• Research collaborations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Committee Role and Responsibility Specific research mandate:Research and analysis of community-level statisticsUpdate on the African Nova Scotian Prosperity and Well-being Index modelled after the Halifax index to track and report on progress and challengesResearch collaborations



What we accomplished 
Last year (2021) 

• Development of the African Nova Scotian Prosperity and Well-
Being Index (ANS-PWI) framework. 

• Created a framework based on Africentric principles which 
was presented at Delmore “Buddy” Day Learning Institute 
Africentric conference.

• Identified initial indicators based on established national 
and international indices including the Halifax Index

• Collected and reviewed available data sources to draft the 
first African Nova Scotian Prosperity and Well-Being Index

• Building collaborations with Local Universities
• Including with Dalhousie University through Dr. Heidi 

Weigand and with Dr. Pawan Kadam of Saint Mary’s 
University 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Accomplishments from 2021 Development of the African Nova Scotian Prosperity and Well-Being Index (ANS-PWI) framework. Created a framework based on Africentric principles which was presented at Delmore “Buddy” Day Learning Institute Africentric conference. Identified initial indicators based on established national and international indices including the Halifax Index Collected and reviewed available data sources to draft the first African Nova Scotian Prosperity and Well-Being IndexBuilding collaborations with Local UniversitiesIncluding with Dalhousie University through Dr. Heidi Weigand and with Dr. Pawan Kadam of Saint Mary’s University 



REP Research: 2022
• The Index

• To be updated with StatsCan latest data (data expected to be released soon)
• Ongoing discussions

• Black Nova Scotia household survey (Halifax Partnership to develop a memo to justify this exercise)
• MOUs with Black research institutes (DBDLI, Health???)
• Special relationship with StatsCan to help develop a related database
• Forum/Conference (spring 2023) to attract research collaboration

• The Research Collaboration with DAL
• Explored Africentric collaboration practices of REP with implications for the Leadership and Management courses at DAL 
• Thanks to community members who responded to our interview request
• Data analysis completed and preliminary findings presented at a conference at Arcadia university --will share the initial 

report

• EECD Data Analysis
• MOU for data sharing agreement signed (between DBDLI and EECD)
• Special DBDLI office at EECD created for the project
• Will provide more updates later in presentation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Research Priorities and Actions in 2022The African Nova Scotian Prosperity and Well-being Index�To be updated with StatsCan latest data (data expected to be released in October)Ongoing discussionsBlack Nova Scotia household survey (Halifax Partnership to develop a memo to justify this exercise)MOUs with Black research institutes (DBDLI, Health)Special relationship with StatsCan to help develop a related databaseForum/Conference (spring 2023) to attract research collaborationResearch Collaboration with Dalhousie University�Explored Africentric collaboration practices of REP with implications for the Leadership and Management courses at Dal.Data analysis has been completed and preliminary findings were presented at a conference at Arcadia university. We will share the initial report.Education and Early Childhood Development (EECD) Data Analysis�MOU for data sharing agreement signed between Delmore Buddy Daye Learning Institute (DBDLI) and EECDSpecial DBDLI office at EECD created for the projectMore updates are shared in this presentation



Promising Schools 
Turning Data into Knowledge and Wisdom

“Ubuntu is the very essence of being human”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Educational Outcomes Research Project The Nova Scotia Department of Education and Early Childhood (EECD) has identified a persistent achievement gap amongst African Nova Scotian students in all instances. The Delmore Buddy Daye Learning Institute is leading a research study which aims to design evidence-driven strategies for successful schooling outcomes of learners of African descent. They are taking a data-driven approach to identifying learning patterns and promising school characteristics that enable ANS students to succeed in school.  This work is being done in collaboration with EECD, Saint Mary’s University, Dalhousie University, and MITACS.



ANS Index Update

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Jigme ChoerabOver the last year, my colleagues Paul Jacob, Ian Munro, and I have been working closely with George and Carolann to compile and analyze available data on the African Nova Scotian community. We used a proxy for the historic ANS community, with data on those who self-identified in the Census as black and as third generation Canadians or more, that is, persons who were born in Canada and with both parents born in Canada. However, the data I will show you today comes from the 2016 Census. The first set of 2021 Census’ ethnocultural diversity data roll out next week, with more to follow in the coming months and years. Today I have the privilege of sharing a snippet of what we have found. 



POPULATION

Across generations, although the Black 
population third-generation or more has 
the highest share, they are the only group 
that has seen a decline in population 
between 2006 and 2016.

The first-generation Black population has grown 126% between 2006 
and 2016, the most across all generational groups.

2006 2011 2016
First Generation 1,475                          2,380            3,340            
Second Generation 905                             980                1,200            
Third Generation or more 11,345                       11,540          11,385          
Total Population 15 years and over 13,725                       14,900          15,925          

Black Population (15 years and over) by Generational Status, Nova Scotia

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
African Nova Scotian Population The overall Black population of Nova Scotia grew about 14% between 2006 and 2016 – much faster than Nova Scotia as a whole at 1.1%.  The Black population represents approximately 2.4% of the total Provincial population. Looking at generational statuses among the Black population of Nova Scotia, we see that the third generation or more group was the only group whose population declined, although they still represent 71.5% of the total Black population. The Black population of Nova Scotia is, on average, younger than other Nova Scotians and more likely to be of working age. However, third generation members of the community are aging and those over 55 are increasing as a share of the total. 



LABOUR FORCE
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Adjusted for differences due to 
age composition across 
populations, the Black labour 
force participation rate peaked at 
61.6% in 2016, growing 8.1 
percentage points over 1996.

This was, however, followed by 
declines through 2011 and 2016 
by a total of 2.9 percentage 
points.

The Black participation rate (58.7%) was above 
the rate for other-minorities (56.7%) in 2016.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
African Nova Scotian Labour ForceFor our analysis of the various labour force indicators, as we compared the Black population with other population groups, we have adjusted the numbers to account for the differences in the age compositions across different groups. You will find a thorough explanation of how we made these adjustments in the report.The labour force participation rate is the share of the adult population that are either working or looking for work. The participation rate for the black population peaked in 2006 at 61.6% but declined to 58.7% by 2016. The employment rate – the share of the adult population that has a job- has seen a similar trend, peaking at 54.7% in 2006, and falling to 50.1% by 2016. It is interesting to note that despite having a higher participation rate than other minorities in the 2006, 2011, and 2016 Census years, the Black employment rate has always been lower than both non-minorities and other minorities. 



UNEMPLOYMENT

Adjusted for differences due to 
age composition across 
populations, the Black 
unemployment rate, however, 
remains the highest across 
minority statuses.

Although unemployment rate had 
declined to a low of 10.1% in 
2006 since peaking at 21.4% in 
1996, by 2016 it had climbed back 
to 14.7%.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
African Nova Scotian UnemploymentOn the other hand, the unemployment rate for the Black population has always been higher than the other two groups. A huge drop in the unemployment rate was seen between 1996 and 2006 where it fell by 11 percentage points (from 21.4% to 10.1%). However, it increased again to 14.7% in 2016. Comparatively, the unemployment rates for non-minorities and other minorities in 2016 were 10.3% and 9.2%, respectively. 



EDUCATION
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Black Nova Scotians have seen the share of their population 
with no educational attainment decline over the last three 
Censuses, while the share of those with the highest level of 

education has been growing.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
African Nova Scotian Educational Attainment Now looking at educational attainment, the share of Black Nova Scotians attaining a higher education has been increasing over Census years 2006, 2011, and 2016. The share of those with no formal education was reduced by 8.3 percentage points between 2006 and 2016, while the share of those with a bachelor’s degree or higher increased by 6.3 percentage points. However, the share of the Black population with trades education has declined. Although educational outcomes have been improving for Black Nova Scotians, compared to other population groups, they still have the largest share with no educational attainment at 26.8%, and the lowest share with a bachelors’ degree or above. 



AVERAGE INCOME
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Black males made close to $16,000 less than an 
average Nova Scotian Male, and more than 
$16,000 less than the average non-minority 

Black females 
made $9,500 
less than the 
average female 
in Nova Scotia.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
African Nova Scotian Average Income In 2016, the average income for Black Nova Scotian men was $16,727 dollars less than non-minority men in Nova Scotia, and the average income for Black Nova Scotian women was $4,848 less than their non-minority counterparts. In 2016, even while factoring for education, Black Nova Scotians made less than non-minority Nova Scotians. For example, for every dollar made by a non-minority individual with a bachelor’s degree or higher, a Black Nova Scotian was paid 73 cents – and only made 66 cents to the dollar if they were in Halifax. 43% of the Black population in both Nova Scotia and Halifax made less than $20,000 a year in 2016. 70% made less than $40,000. 



Next Steps

• 2021 Census data continued to be released by StatsCan
• October 26: Ethnocultural composition of the population

• Watch for analysis and updates on the website:  anseconomicprosperity.com 

• Planning for Participatory Research with ANS Communities 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next Steps �Finally, as discussed earlier, the data we have discussed so far came from previous censuses. Next week, on the 26th, we will get population data from the 2021 Census, followed by education and labour data on the 30th of November. This will be followed by gradual releases of other data, which we will closely monitor, compile, organize, analyze, and present to you. Further to this, there is planned participatory research with ANS communities which George will be able to speak more about. 

https://anseconomicprosperity.com/


DAL Research 
Collaboration:
Major Findings

REP very successful so far: 
trust in the collaboration working this time, 
acknowledgement historical injustices, 
identified Africentric approaches and frameworks, 
identified priorities and working groups, 

The driving forces of the success include: 
the external facilitator’s Africentric framework emphasized unity and trust, 
the community engagement and a feeling of ownership of the processes and outcomes,
strong, committed and reputable leadership. 

The challenges:
The time commitment of the working group, 
Lack of clear understanding of Ubuntu and Africentricity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: George George FrimpongDalhousie Research Collaboration: Major Findings Research Process and Next StepsApproached key stakeholders and community members for interviews on their general views of REP.Analysis of REP reports to the community and HRM:African Nova Scotia Road to Prosperity PlanAfrican Nova Scotia Road to Prosperity Plan updates (December 2020 and April 2021)Approached key stakeholders and community members for interviews on their general views of REP22 agreed and were interviewed.Interviews were transcribed. Have generated a technical report that was presented at the ASA conference and will be submitted to an academic journal for peer review.Intend to generate a brief summary report to share with Advisory Council, Elders and the community.Research FindingsREP successes so far: Trust in the collaboration working this timeAcknowledgement of historical injusticesIdentified Africentric approaches and frameworksIdentified priorities and working groupsThe driving forces of the success include: The external facilitator’s Africentric framework of that emphasized unity and trustThe community engagement and a feeling of ownership of the processes and outcomesStrong, committed and reputable leadershipThe challenges:The time commitment of the working groupLack of clear understanding of Ubuntu and Africentricity	



Systems Change through Africentricity

Kania, Kramer, and Senge (2018), The Water of Systems Change



Concluding 
Remarks

Need to remind ourselves that:
Racial injustices over the past 400 yrs. cannot 
be addressed in a couple of years,

The enthusiasm and trust built so far are 
excellent developments,
Sustaining these developments with 
intentional strategies and Africentric mindset 
is critical for the way forward,
The mindset that, we all have potential 
abilities that can be developed through 
inclusive communities and development 
systems that work for us all.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Concluding RemarksWe need to remind ourselves that:Racial injustices over the past 400 years cannot be addressed in a couple of years;The enthusiasm and trust built so far are excellent developments;Sustaining these developments with intentional strategies and Africentric mindset is critical for the way forward;The mindset that we all have potential abilities that can be developed through inclusive communities and development systems that work for us all.





Desmond Tutu: What is Ubuntu?

“A person is a person only through human connection” 

 The essence of being human 

 Solitary human being is a contradiction

 I can't be a human being on my 

lonesome

 As a human being I have to learn from 

others to be human 

View the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44xbZ8MN1uk

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Desmond Tutu: What is Ubuntu?The essence of being human Solitary human being is a contradictionI can't be a human being on my lonesomeAs a human being, I have to learn from others to be human Click on the black rectangle, then push play to view the video.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44xbZ8MN1uk


We can fly

• We thank all committee members for 
their cooperation and hard work

• Look forward to continue working better 
together, the African way. 

• Asante Sana

• Thanks.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank YouWe thank all committee members for their cooperation and hard work, and look forward to continue working better together, the African way. Asante SanaThanks.



Pillar 1: Leadership and 
Capacity Building

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Viola Fraser, Chair of the Capacity Building Working Group



The Work

• Community Plans Update: Lucasville, Upper 
Hammonds, and Beechville

• Continue with the promotion and support of 
the work of the African Nova Scotian Elder &
Youth councils.

• REP Roadshow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Leadership and Capacity Building Working Group UpdateYou’ve heard about a lot of the work the Capacity Building group has done over the past year such as the Elder and Youth Council creations, supporting the work being done in communities (Lucasville, Upper Hammonds Plains, and Beechville), and reaching out to provincial communities outside of HRM.Beechville has developed their community plan.  Upper Hammonds Plains will have their community plan completed by the end of the month.  Lucasville has begun the process of capacity building within the community before developing their community plan.We’ve launched the REP Elder and Youth councils and will continue to build the councils by adding members.  The Elder and Youth Councils are provincial in scope and include members from the Caribbean and African diaspora.  We will continue to support the councils as they move forward with their work.The REP Roadshow will continue presenting to communities throughout the province until all communities have been reached and REP is able to find the support and resources needed for each community to develop their own plan for the future.  We are currently in the process of developing and implementing a survey and needs assessment to identify the key gaps in resources / services within the various ANS communities. We will continue to support communities by providing facilitation, advocacy and resources based on the requested need from each community.



Where We 
Are Now

• In the process of creating and implementing a 
survey and needs assessment

• Continual support communities, providing 
facilitation support and advocacy. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Where We Are NowWe are currently in the process of developing and implementing a survey and needs assessment to identify the key gaps in resources / services within the various ANS communities. We will continue to support communities by providing facilitation, advocacy and resources based on the requested need from each community.



Pillar 2: Land Development 
and Infrastructure 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenters: Dolly Williams and Irvine Carvery, Co-chairs of the Land Development and Infrastructure Working Group



PARTNERS:

Community 
Benefits 
Agreements

• To ensure that community become a legal entity in 
development agreements.

• To ensure that this affects all ANS communities and 
not just in HRM.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Community Benefits AgreementsCommunity Benefits Agreements (CBAs) make community a legal entity in development agreements in their community.  We are one of the only provinces across Canada where CBAs are not on the charter.  Developers are required to consult with community but there is no legal accountability for them to listen to what the community has to say.A joint staff report written by REP and HRM Planners recommended including CBAs in the municipal charter from an Africentric lens. When it reached HRM Regional Council, they wanted to included CBAs in all communities and not just ANS communities.  The staff report was sent to HRM Council in May 2022.  It is currently with HRM Planning who is writing a staff report to present to HRM Council before moving CBAs to the province.  We need to express the need for CBAs to be implemented in ANS communities immediately before there is nothing left to protect.



PARTNERS:

Community 
Action Plans

Community Action Planning (CAP) is a process that 
encourages residents to take the lead in developing 
a vision and shaping the future of their community. 
With support from government, residents identify 
strengths and weaknesses, create a vision for the 
future of the community, and develop an action plan 
outlining steps to achieve it. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Community Action Planning Community Action Planning (CAP) is a process that encourages residents to take the lead in developing a vision and shaping the future of their community. With support from government, residents identify strengths and weaknesses, create a vision for the future of the community, and develop an action plan outlining steps to achieve it. Beechville began their CAP process in 2017 which was unanimously approved by HRM Regional Council in September 2020.  Beechville’s CAP is now part of Halifax’s Regional Plan which allows the community to retain what they want in their community and address issues and challenges in real time.REP will continue to work with all ANS communities until each one has their own CAP.  Upper Hammonds Plains (UHP) will have their plan completed by the end of this month and Lucasville has started the facilitation and capacity building piece to needed to begin the process for their CAP.  



PARTNERS:

Road to 
Economic 
Prosperity 
Roundtables

• Zoning round table which allowed HRM Planners 
who are working in ANS communities to connect.

• Round table on the “Preservation and 
Revitalization of ANS Communities.”

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Road to Economic Prosperity Roundtables The Road to Economic Prosperity (REP) hosted a zoning roundtable in January 2022 with HRM Planners who are working in ANS communities. This roundtable gave the HRM Planners an opportunity to connect and hear from communities about the impact of zoning on ANS communities. One of the bigger zoning issues identified was in Upper Hammonds Plains (UHP) where a 24 hour scrap yard and a car lot opened next to two residential homes in the community.  This was able to happen because of the GU1 (general use zoning) assigned to the community.  REP wrote a letter of support for UHP around changing the zoning in their community.The Preservation and Revitalization of ANS Communities round table held in March 2022 gave REP the opportunity to put forward the need for more resources for ANS communities after learning about issues identified during the zoning roundtable.  One of the top priorities for REP to put forward to HRM is the need for $500,000 in the municipality’s budget for dedicated planners in each of the ANS communities.  REP will host at least two roundtables a year to make sure that issues in the community remain highlighted until they are resolved.  



Pillar 3: Education, 
Employment & 
Entrepreneurship 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Terry Dixon, Chair of the Education, Employment and Entrepreneurship Working Group



Education
• Financial Literacy

• Wealth Management

• Scholarships 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
EducationFinancial Literacy Program We developed and have been delivering a financial literacy program for youth in partnership with RBC. The sessions will continue into the 2022-2023 school year to educate ANS and Indigenous High School students about the basics of:savings, credit cards, investments, budgets and more. Wealth Management SeriesIn partnership with financial services professionals from the African Nova Scotian community, we have been delivering a wealth management series for community members. In 2022, we held virtual sessions on life Insurance, estate planning, retirement planning, debt management, unforeseen illness and income replacement, and real estate investment.The sessions were presented by Fred Perry and Howard Williams.  We would like to thank Fred and Howard for their professionalism and the financial information presented to ANS communities.We are presently evaluating the feedback from the sessions which will inform the topics for 2023.  ScholarshipsMany of our ANS students are missing out on scholarship opportunities as the information is not reaching them.  During the school year of 2022-2023, REP will research and distribute information to youth as to available scholarship and the criteria required to qualify. We are looking at possibly promoting these scholarships through webinars. 



Employment

• ANS Connector Program

• Trades: Ironworkers International, Construction 
Association of NS

• Value of Business Co-ops in African Nova Scotian 
Communities

• RBC The Spark: Diversity and Inclusion in the 
Workplace

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Employment:African Nova Scotian Connector ProgramThe African Nova Scotian Connector Program continues to work with ANS job seekers to expand their professional and job search network which assists them in finding employment within their field of study. We also will continue to assist organizations that are hiring or offer training for the ANS community.Trades Training and Employment There has been a verbal agreement with the Ironworkers International and Construction Association of Nova Scotia to participate in a two-day trades seminar in early 2023. This seminar will explore the benefits of working in the trades and answer the many questions of those considering this sector for a career.  There will be information on the work, wages, benefits, training wages, clothing and equipment allowances, and travel allowances. Business Co-operatives In 2023, we will begin research on the value of, and interest in, business co-ops in ANS communities.The Spark Speakers SeriesCreated in partnership with RBC, The Spark - Igniting Conversations speaker series was created by the African Nova Scotian community to bring private, public, and post-secondary leaders together to discuss innovative ideas that will advance the third priority of the Road to Economic Prosperity Plan.The first speaker series event was held in May 2022 on the topic of Diversity and Inclusion in the Workplace. Panelists were: April Howe of Crayon Strategies, Bradley Daye of Placemaking 4G, and Vinita Savani of RBC. � 



Entrepreneurship

• Government procurement contracts (Municipal, 
Provincial, Federal) for ANS Small Businesses

• Black Business Initiative (BBI) partnership

• Arts and Culture Sector 

• Cogswell Exchange Project 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
EntrepreneurshipProcurement Opportunities for ANS Businesses�Plans and talks are underway to have the procurement departments from all three levels of government present webinars, specifically for ANS small business, to provide them with information on the bidding process and terminologies and requirements that will give them access to the many construction projects taking place in Halifax and Nova Scotia.Business Expo REP is partnering with the Black Business Initiative to create a business expo where small businesses can present their goods and services for on-site sales through direct purchase or online orders at the expo. Entrepreneur CampsREP will work with the BBI/BIJ entrepreneur camps to support the project in any way we can.Arts and CultureREP has connected with three ANS leaders in the Arts and Culture sector - from music, theatre and film.  This was to determine where the Road to Economic Prosperity can support those creating income in that sector. This will be explored in partnership with BBI as we leverage their business expertise. This is a provincial initiative which will require government support. Cogswell District Project REP is participating in the committee for the Cogswell District project to have input concerning ANS workforce representation during the project. The Spark Speaker SeriesThe second of The Spark Speaker Series was held in September of 2022 on the topic of Entrepreneurship with panelists Joyce Adom, Founder and CEO of Simply Go Natural Cosmetics,  and Mamadou Wade from BBI. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Photos from The Spark Speaker Series events held in May and September 2022.The next speaker series event in planned for December 2022. It will focus on the critical links between education and economic opportunities in the African Nova Scotian community. It will bring together educators from high school through to post-secondary to share how an Afro-centric approach leads to long-term success. 



Communications Committee
Rosella Fraser - Chair

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Rosella Fraser, Chair of the Communications Committee



Communications Committee & Purpose

• Rosella Fraser - Chair
• Irvine Carvery
• Carolann Wright
• Krista Juurlink - Support
• Alison Gillan - Support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Communications Committee Role & Responsibility The purpose of the communications committee is to support the work of the councils and working groups by providing communications support and sharing the excitement about our Road to Prosperity progress. Through communications, we are creating and maintaining transparency and connections with community and partners. I’m pleased to share this update of our work over the past two years. And I should say, just because we’re the communications Committee, it doesn’t mean we’re the only ones talking!I’d like to thank Irvine and Carolann from the Advisory Council, and Krista and Alison from Halifax Partnership for their guidance, expertise, and support.I also want to recognize and appreciate the contributions of Odane Finnegan whose talent and efforts helped us develop and launch many of the communications programs I’ll be talking about today.Now, that you know who has been involved in this work, let me take you through the why, what, and how of communications for the Road to Prosperity.



What We Want To Do
• Build Community Awareness of the Plan
• Continue to Build Trust in the ANS Community
• Build Awareness and Engagement Among Elders and Youth
• Build Public Awareness and Support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What We Want to DoBuild Community Awareness of the Plan: The first step is to introduce and connect the community with the plan in accessible and foundational ways. A recommended goal is to make this plan tangible and something that can be engaged with and leveraged to encourage community interest and be seen as a springboard toward prosperity. The goal is to clearly convey why this work matters, how to engage, and what to expect.Continue to Build Trust in the ANS Community: The plan has ambitious goals and trust will be fundamental.  This requires a level of engagement and institutional trust that might not be currently there. It is important for the success of the plan to create conditions of trust, particularly as data collection begins for the ANS Prosperity and Well-being Index. Build Awareness and Engagement Among Elders and Youth in the Community: Elders in the community hold a significant position of respect and authority. Creating and empowering an Elder Council to speak to the work will imbue it with invaluable credibility and a reach only they can attain. The Council has the potential to disseminate information and act as representatives of the plan. They can also collect information and perspectives from the community to bring back to the Committee. Youth are the future of the community and need to be engaged to build awareness and trust among the next generation to champion and carry on this work for generations. Build Public Awareness and Support:  Although this plan is one that is owned and implemented by the community (and is first of its kind), the community is not the only group that needs to be aware and engaged. To be successful, the Road to Economic Prosperity will need support from different groups and contributors and strategic awareness and action with the wider public and continued government and private sector support and engagement. This can come in the form of sponsorship, other sources of funding, support from elected representatives, the awareness of political candidates, and making the plan a consistent theme with partners. 



Who We Want To Talk With 

Allies and Supporters
• ANS Community
• Existing Partner Organizations and Plan Stewards 
• Program Supporters and Partners

External Audiences
• General Public
• Individuals and organizations who share common interests with REP 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Allies and SupportersANS Community: This plan has been developed by the community, for the community. Given this level of ownership, the entire ANS Community is an audience. Within this audience there are various subsets; youth, landowners, elders in the community, those who participated within the consultative process, community champions, the Advisory Council, and others. Within these subsets there will also be overlap, and all will benefit from a clear and accessible articulation of what the plan is, why it matters, and what to expect.�Existing Partner Organizations and Plan Stewards: The organizations who are engaged in stewarding this strategic plan alongside REPAC. This includes HRM and Regional Council as well as Halifax Partnership. This audience will be collaborating with REPAC and are an essential ally in building awareness and trust in the plan. These organizations may require a formalized plans and reporting structures. Partner organizations will also be vital allies in creating awareness for the plan and its relevance and engagement opportunities.Program Supporters and Partners: This includes organizations that REP, HRM, or the Partnership will reach out to and work with to build and support the plan. This includes employers, community organizations, and educational institutions. These groups can amplify the message and they will be uniquely interested to know the impacts of their own contributions.External Audiences outside of Allies and Supporters: This is the general public outside of ANS communities and groups, existing partners, and program supporters. Individuals and organizations who share common interests with REP and the changes it represents, such as corporate sponsors, groups committed to equity and diversity, researchers, health organizations and economic development and business organizations.This audience is aligned and may be passionate about the REP goals and can be a driver for earning support and attention from the broader population.



Our Approach
• Position REPAC as our trusted voice, and REP communications channels as our trusted 

source of information.

• Use communications to develop and expand relationships within and among ANS 
communities, governments, and the private sector.

• Promote project milestones and community/public presentations

• Respect and support the Elder and Youth Councils.

• Use the ANS social channels to celebrate REP work and community.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our ApproachPosition REPAC as the trusted voice and REP communications channels as the trusted source of information for the Road to Economic Prosperity Plan.Use communications programs, events, channels, and materials to develop and expand relationships within and among ANS communities, governments, and the private sector.Use the achievement of project milestones within each pillar’s actions, and all community/Regional Council/public presentations, as the trigger for communications on progress of REP.Support the Elder and Youth councils’ communications efforts by using channels and processes that work best to reach and engage those audiences.Use the ANS social channels to celebrate REPP work and community initiatives, activities, and events.Develop project-specific communications plans as needed for large projects (e.g., ANS Index, Summit)



How We’ll Do It

Create the foundation for communications
• Develop the REP narrative and key messages (complete)
• Develop REP Brand (complete).
• Develop communications processes (in progress)
• Develop a distinct web presence (website v1 launched in 2021; v2 launched October 2022)
• Develop a social media presence (complete)
• Develop a toolkit that can be used in multiple contexts (in progress)
• Share everything with community leaders, partners, stakeholders (always!)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How We’ll do it – Creating the Foundation for Communications Developed the REP narrative and key messages so we can all describe our progress in the same way (complete).   Developed REP Brand – the logo, look and feel that makes the Road to Prosperity immediately recognizable (complete).�Developed communications processes to support work with the Advisory Council, Elder & Youth Councils and working groups. (in progress).Developed a distinct web presence (website V1 launched in 2021; V2 launched Oct 2022).Established a social media presence – Facebook and Instagram (complete).Developed a Toolkit that can be used by anyone when they talk about this work (example: six slides on what the initiative is, why it is unique, how to participate).Sharing everything we develop with community leaders, partners, and stakeholders 



How We’ll Do It
Events 
• Annual Community Summit 
• Annual Unity Event (includes launch of Youth Council)
• Elder Council launch 
• Wealth Management Series
• Speakers Series – The Spark: Igniting Conversations

Newsletter (quarterly)

Website & Social Media (Facebook and Instagram)
Progress and Annual Reports 
Digital Marketing 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How we’ll do it – TacticsEventsAnnual Summit for the ANS Community (today marks our second annual Summit)Annual Unity Event (includes launch of Youth Council in Year 1)Elder Council launch in March 2022Wealth Management Series – launched and underwaySpeakers Series – Presented in partnership with RBC, The Spark: Igniting Conversations  - May 5 focused on fostering diversity and inclusion in the Workplace., Sept 6 focused on Entrepreneurship in the ANS Community and join us in December for the third in the series focused on Education & Training – invitations will be out shortly!Newsletter (quarterly) – sign up through our website to receive the first issue soon.Website (V1 in 2021; V2 in 2022)Social Media (Facebook and Instagram) – sign up to follow usVideos (posted on the website and shared on our social media)Photography of the ANS community so we show and see ourselves in our workTestimonials and success stories (featured on socials and website)Progress and annual reports (distributed in community and to partners and funders; featured on the website)Digital Marketing There’s much work happening through our committee and many, many ways for you watch, read, listen to and join in on the Road to Prosperity.I’ve mentioned the website several times. It is one of our  biggest initiatives and I’m so proud to showcase it to you now.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Road to Economic Prosperity’s New Website The Communications Committee led the development of the new Road to Economic Prosperity website which is a key tool we're using to keep our community and partners informed and engaged in the work. The new version of the site was launched this month.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Council and Working Group Members & PartnersThe new site provides an introduction to our leadership including members of each of our Councils and Working Groups, their roles and responsibilities, as well as an overview of our partners. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
About the PlanVisitors can explore the Plan in detail - from the critical elements upon which the Road to Prosperity is built, to the consultation process that informed development of the Plan, to the key milestones that have been achieved over the past three years. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
News & EventsIn the news and events section, you can explore and register for Road to Prosperity events such as the Summit, Wealth Management Series, and The Spark Speaker Series, as well as stay on top of announcements and news. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ResourcesOur community can also learn about and get in engaged in Road to Prosperity programs like the ANS Connector Program; explore the resource directory to find connections to education, entrepreneurship, and employment services; and download research and reports like the annual progress report and the Prosperity and Well-being Index. We'll be adding more resources to the website in the coming weeks and months including videos of the wealth management series held to date and the presentations from Summit. If you know of organizations that should be added to the resource directory, please get in touch with us through the website.



Follow Our Progress
Website: anseconomicprosperity.com

anseconomicprosperity     

African Nova Scotian Road To Economic Prosperity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Follow Our ProgressWe welcome your feedback on the website and ways in which we can improve communications so you can stay up to date and engaged in the Road to Prosperity. You can contact me or get in touch with the project team.I also encourage you to follow our Facebook and Instagram accounts.Thank you.
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